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All participants were given a brief description of why people might share their personal pronouns
in different situations (adapted from https://www.mypronouns.org/):
“In English, we often use pronouns when referring to other people. For example, “Farah is a
student. She is about to graduate.”
People sometimes specify their pronouns to indicate how they would like to be referred to in the
third person. The vast majority of people go by the pronouns “he/him” or “she/her.” These
pronouns are most often associated with men and women respectively, although some people
who use these pronouns may not identify as men or women. Some trans and gender
nonconforming people also go by “they/them” pronouns or another set of pronouns.
In some situations and places, it is common for people to introduce themselves with their
personal pronouns -- for example, someone might say “Hi, I’m Tom, I use he/him pronouns.” In
other contexts, people do not introduce themselves with personal pronouns.
In this experiment, you will read some scenarios in which colleagues at a workplace introduce
themselves to each other at a team meeting. Please read the story carefully and answer the
questions that follow.”
Vignettes used in Studies 1-3
Differences between conditions in each manipulation are bolded in this document, but were not
bolded when presented to participants.
Study 1
Leadership status manipulation
(Jack is an intern)
Jack attends a team meeting on his first day at a new workplace. Because there are a few new
employees at the meeting, the team decides to start the meeting with a round of introductions.
When it is Jack’s turn, Jack says, “Hi everyone! My name is Jack and I’m the new social media
intern. I use he/him pronouns. I’m excited to start working with all of you.”
(Jack is team leader)
Jack is leading a team meeting on his first day at a new workplace. Because there are a few new
employees at the meeting, the team decides to start the meeting with a round of introductions.
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When it is Jack’s turn, Jack says, “Hi everyone! My name is Jack and I’m the new social media
director. I use he/him pronouns. I’m excited to start working with all of you.”
Audience size manipulation
(Large meeting)
Jack is at a workplace team meeting attended by 50 people. Because there are a few new
employees at the meeting, the team decides to start the meeting with a round of introductions.
When it is Jack’s turn, Jack says, “Hi everyone! My name is Jack and I’m the social media
manager. I use he/him pronouns.”
(Small meeting)
Jack is at a workplace team meeting attended by 10 people. Because there are a few new
employees at the meeting, the team decides to start the meeting with a round of introductions.
When it is Jack’s turn, Jack says, “Hi everyone! My name is Jack and I’m the social media
manager. I use he/him pronouns.”
Descriptive normativeness of action manipulation
(Not descriptively normative)
Jack works at a financial consulting firm and is attending a team meeting. Because there are a
few new employees at the meeting, the team decides to start the meeting with a round of
introductions. At this firm, it is not common to include your personal pronouns when you
introduce yourself. When it is Jack’s turn, Jack says, “Hi everyone! My name is Jack and I’m a
business analyst. I use he/him pronouns.”
(Descriptively normative)
Jack works at an LGBTQ nonprofit and is attending a team meeting. Because there are a few
new employees at the meeting, the team decides to start the meeting with a round of
introductions. At this nonprofit, it is common to include your personal pronouns when you
introduce yourself. When it is Jack’s turn, Jack says, “Hi everyone! My name is Jack and I’m a
research analyst. I use he/him pronouns.”
Control condition
Jack attends a workplace team meeting. Because there are a few new employees at the meeting,
the team decides to start the meeting with a round of introductions. When it is Jack’s turn, Jack
says, “Hi everyone! My name is Jack and I’m the social media manager. I use he/him pronouns.”
Study 2
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Sharer gender identity manipulation
(Jack is cisgender and uses he/him pronouns)
Jack is a cisgender man who attends a workplace team meeting. Because there are a few new
employees at the meeting, the team decides to start the meeting with a round of introductions.
When it is Jack’s turn, Jack says, “Hi everyone! My name is Jack and I’m the social media
manager. I use he/him pronouns.”
(Jack is transgender and uses they/them pronouns)
Jack is a transgender person who attends a workplace team meeting. Because there are a few
new employees at the meeting, the team decides to start the meeting with a round of
introductions. When it is Jack’s turn, Jack says, “Hi everyone! My name is Jack and I’m the
social media manager. I use they/them pronouns.”
Presence of TGNB colleague manipulation
(Presence of TGNB colleague)
Jack attends a workplace team meeting. Because there are a few new employees at the meeting,
the team decides to start the meeting with a round of introductions. Jack’s colleague Farah starts
by saying, “Hi everyone! My name is Farah and I’m the operations manager. I use she/her
pronouns.” Next, another colleague says, “Hi! My name is Maes. I’m the photo editor. I use
they/them pronouns. I’m excited to start working with all of our new colleagues.” When it is
Jack’s turn, Jack says, “Hi everyone! My name is Jack and I’m the social media manager. I use
he/him pronouns.”
(Absence of TGNB colleague)
Jack attends a workplace team meeting. Because there are a few new employees at the meeting,
the team decides to start the meeting with a round of introductions. Jack’s colleague Farah starts
by saying, “Hi everyone! My name is Farah and I’m the operations manager. I use she/her
pronouns.” Next, another colleague says, “Hi! My name is Maes. I’m the photo editor. I use
he/him pronouns. I’m excited to start working with all of our new colleagues.” When it is Jack’s
turn, Jack says, “Hi everyone! My name is Jack and I’m the social media manager. I use he/him
pronouns.”
Control condition
Jack attends a workplace team meeting. Because there are a few new employees at the meeting,
the team decides to start the meeting with a round of introductions. When it is Jack’s turn, Jack
says, “Hi everyone! My name is Jack and I’m the social media manager. I use he/him pronouns.”
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Study 3
In Study 3, we manipulated the sharer’s leadership status, audience size, descriptive
normativeness of the action, the sharer’s gender identity, and the presence of a TGNB colleague.
We also included a control condition. All conditions were worded the same as in Studies 1 and 2,
except for manipulations of the sharer’s gender identity and the descriptive normativeness of the
action, which we share below. In addition, we changed Jack’s role in all of the manipulations
(except leadership status manipulation) from “social media manager” to “research analyst”.
Descriptive normativeness of action manipulation
(Not descriptively normative)
Jack attends a workplace team meeting. Because there are a few new employees at the meeting,
the team decides to start the meeting with a round of introductions. At this workplace, it is not
common to include your personal pronouns when you introduce yourself. When it is Jack’s turn,
Jack says, “Hi everyone! My name is Jack and I’m a research analyst. I use he/him pronouns.”
(Descriptively normative)
Jack attends a workplace team meeting. Because there are a few new employees at the meeting,
the team decides to start the meeting with a round of introductions. At this nonprofit, it is
common to include your personal pronouns when you introduce yourself. When it is Jack’s turn,
Jack says, “Hi everyone! My name is Jack and I’m a research analyst. I use he/him pronouns.”
Sharer gender identity manipulation
(Jack is cisgender and uses he/him pronouns)
Jack is a cisgender (not transgender) man who attends a workplace team meeting. Because
there are a few new employees at the meeting, the team decides to start the meeting with a round
of introductions. When it is Jack’s turn, Jack says, “Hi everyone! My name is Jack and I’m the
social media manager. I use he/him pronouns.”
(Jack is transgender and uses he/him pronouns)
Jack is a transgender man who attends a workplace team meeting. Because there are a few new
employees at the meeting, the team decides to start the meeting with a round of introductions.
When it is Jack’s turn, Jack says, “Hi everyone! My name is Jack and I’m the social media
manager. I use he/him pronouns.”
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Table 1. Conditions and manipulations in pilot studies i-iii and Studies 1-3.
Study

Manipulations

Conditions
Jack works at an LGBTQ nonprofit (normative)

Implicit normativeness (workplace setting)

Jack works at a conservative business consulting firm (non-normative)
Jack is in the majority of people who share their pronouns (normative)

Pilot study Explicit normativeness (proportion of
i
people who share their pronouns)

Jack is in the minority of people who share their pronouns (nonnormative)
Jack is in the majority of people who share their pronouns (normative)

Pilot study Explicit normativeness (proportion of
ii
people who share their pronouns)

Jack is in the minority of people who share their pronouns (nonnormative)
Jack is an intern and goes first in the round of introductions
Jack is an intern and goes third in the round of introductions

Leadership status x order
Note about order: In all cases, Jack is
always the first to share his pronouns

Jack is a leader and goes first in the round of introductions
Jack is a leader and goes third in the round of introductions
Jack is in the majority of people who share their pronouns (normative)

Explicit normativeness (proportion of
people who share their pronouns)

Jack is in the minority of people who share their pronouns (nonnormative)
The meeting has 10 people (small)

Size of the meeting

The meeting has 50 people (large)
Jack works at an LGBTQ nonprofit (normative)

Implicit normativeness (workplace setting)

Jack works at a conservative business consulting firm (non-normative)
Jack uses he/him pronouns

Sharer's pronouns

Jack uses they/them pronouns
Another colleagues uses he/him pronouns

Presence of a TGNB colleague

Another colleagues uses they/them pronouns
The agent's name is Jack (not usually ambiguous)

Gender ambiguity of the sharer's name
Pilot study
iii
Participant's hypothetical behavior (self-

The agent's name is Skyler (possibly ambiguous)
Participant has shared their pronouns (no threat)
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threat)

Participant has not shared their pronouns (threat)
Jack is an intern

Leadership status

Jack is a team leader
The meeting has 10 people (small)

Size of the meeting

The meeting has 50 people (large)
Jack works at an LGBTQ nonprofit where participants are told the
behavior is normative

Study 1

Explicit normativeness

Jack works at a financial consulting firm where participants are told
the behavior is not normative
Jack is a cisgender man who uses he/him pronouns

Sharer's gender identity

Jack is a transgender person who uses they/them pronouns
Another colleague uses he/him pronouns

Study 2

Presence of a TGNB colleague

Another colleague uses they/them pronouns
Jack is an intern

Leadership status

Jack is a team leader
The meeting has 10 people (small)

Size of the meeting

The meeting has 50 people (large)
Participants are told pronoun sharing is common in Jack's workplace

Explicit normativeness

Participants are told pronoun sharing is not common in Jack's
workplace
Jack is a cisgender man who uses he/him pronouns

Sharer's gender identity

Jack is a transgender man who uses he/him pronouns
Another colleague uses he/him pronouns

Study 3

Presence of a TGNB colleague

Another colleague uses they/them pronouns
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Table 2. Participants per condition.
Study

Study 1

Study 2

Study 3

Condition

N

Intern

362

Leader

360

Small

369

Large

352

Nonnormative

367

Normative

364

Control

368

Transgender agent

243

Cisgender agent

240

TGNB colleague present

244

TGNB colleague absent

231

Control

237

Intern

379

Leader

382

Small

373

Large

366

Nonnormative

380

Normative

374

Transgender agent

385

Cisgender agent

381

TGNB colleague present

371

TGNB colleague absent

385

Control

386
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Section B. Dependent variables, attention checks, and demographic questions.
Table 3. Index of DVs and studies in which they were used. Studies i-iii are pilot studies and Studies 1-3 are the
main studies. “EG” stands for experimenter-generated, and “PG” stands for participant-generated.
Catego
ry
DV

Adapted
Studies used from

Moral: Does this person’s sharing of their pronouns demonstrate admirable moral
behavior?

i, ii

EG

Moral: Is this person’s sharing of their pronouns morally good behavior?

iii, 1, 2, 3

EG

MotiveNorm: Is this person motivated to share their pronouns because they think it is
expected and desirable at their workplace to do so?

i

Steg, 2016

MotiveDescNorm: Is this person motivated to share their pronouns because they think that
it is common at their workplace to do so?
ii, iii, 1, 2, 3 Steg, 2016
MotiveInjNorm: Is this person motivated to share their pronouns because they think that
their colleagues support doing so?

ii, iii, 1, 2, 3 Steg, 2016

i, ii, 1, 2, 3
(italicized
MotivePersonal: Is this person motivated to share their pronouns because they think it will text included
make them feel more safe, comfortable and valued in this environment (e.g. the person
only in
has been misgendered in the past and wants to avoid it happening again, the person looks studies 2 and
androgynous and wants to avoid confusion, etc.)?
3)
EG and PG
MotiveLose: Is this person motivated to share their pronouns because they have
considered the costs of not doing so (e.g. face social censure, lose out on a promotion at
work)?

i, ii, iii, 1, 2,
3
EG

MotiveMoral: Is this person motivated to share their pronouns to demonstrate their moral
goodness to others?

i, ii

Grubbs et
al., 2019

MotiveMoral: Is this person motivated to share their pronouns to make other people think
that they are morally good?
iii, 1, 2, 3

Grubbs et
al., 2019

MotiveAttention: Is this person motivated to share their pronouns to attract attention?

i, ii, 1, 2, 3

Grubbs et
al., 2019

MotiveOther: Is this person motivated to share their pronouns because they want to make
people with marginalized gender identities feel more safe, comfortable and valued?

i, ii, iii, 1, 2,
3
EG

MotiveSignal: Is this person motivated to share their pronouns because they want to signal
to others that it is the right thing to do?
1, 2, 3

EG

MotiveInfluence: Is this person motivated to share their pronouns because they want to
influence others to do the same?

EG

i, ii, iii, 2, 3

MotivePersonalValue: Is this person motivated to share their pronouns because they want
to publicly convey their stance/values?
2, 3

Target
percept
ions
MotiveCommunityValue: Is this person motivated to share their pronouns because they

2, 3

PG
Blanton &
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want to publicly convey the values of this workplace?

MotiveIdentity: Is this person motivated to share their pronouns because they want to
publicly convey their social identity?

Christie,
2003

2, 3

PG

MotiveConsistency: Is this person motivated to share their pronouns because they want to
remain consistent with their past words and/or actions?
2, 3

Steg, 2016

Effort: How much effort did sharing their pronouns involve for this person?

i, ii, 1

Steg, 2016

Controversy: How controversial was the decision to share their pronouns for this person?

i, ii, 1

Steg, 2016

SamePage: Does this person think their colleagues are on the same page as them about
creating a gender-inclusive workplace environment?

i, ii, iii, 1, 2,
3
Steg, 2016

Belief: How much does this person believe in the value of a more gender-inclusive
workplace environment?

i, ii, iii, 1, 2,
3
EG

Importance: How much does this person think it is important to create a more genderinclusive workplace environment?

1, 2, 3

EG

Genuine: How genuine is this person’s indication of their pronouns as a sign of their belief i, ii, iii, 1, 2,
in gender-inclusivity?
3
EG
Impact: How much will this person’s sharing of their pronouns make a difference in the
gender-inclusivity of their workplace environment?

i, ii, iii, 1, 2,
3
EG

TargetAction: How likely is it that this person will take further action beyond this instance
to promote a gender-inclusive workplace environment (e.g. seek resources to educate
i, ii, iii, 1, 2,
themselves, attend workshops about gender inclusivity, etc.)?
3
Steg, 2016
ColleagueAction: How likely is it that this person’s colleagues will take further action
beyond this instance to promote a gender-inclusive workplace environment (e.g. seek
resources to educate themselves, attend workshops about gender inclusivity, etc.)?

1, 2, 3

Steg, 2016

MotiveReputation: Is this person motivated to share their pronouns because they think it
will help their reputation?

1, 2, 3

Grubbs et
al., 2019

MotivePeer: Is this person motivated to share their pronouns because they believe their
peers will think more highly of them?

1, 2, 3

EG

MotiveSuperior: Is this person motivated to share their pronouns because they believe
their superiors will think more highly of them?

1, 2, 3

EG

MotiveStatus: Is this person motivated to share their pronouns because they believe they
will gain social status?

1, 2, 3

Bai, 2017

MotiveCompetence: Is this person motivated to share their pronouns because they think
that it is part of demonstrating competence at their job?

1, 2, 3

EG

1, 2, 3

Tamir &
Thornton,
2018

MotivePower: Is this person motivated to share their pronouns because they think that it
will help them gain power over others?
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1, 2, 3

Tamir &
Thornton,
2018

MotiveSociality: Is this person motivated to share their pronouns because they think that
others will want to interact with them more?

1, 2, 3

Tamir &
Thornton,
2018

MotiveBenefit: Is this person motivated to share their pronouns because they think that
they will benefit from doing so?

1, 2, 3

EG

MotiveValence: Is this person motivated to share their pronouns because they think that
others will like them more?

SelfBehavior: Imagine that you are an employee who is also attending this work meeting.
It’s your turn next to introduce yourself to the group. Will you introduce yourself with
i, ii, iii, 1, 2,
your personal pronouns?
3
EG
OtherBehavior: Do you think that after Jack’s introduction, others at this meeting will also i, ii, iii, 1, 2,
introduce themselves with their pronouns?
3
EG
FutureBehavior: Do you think that at the next meeting, more people will introduce
themselves with their personal pronouns?

i, ii, iii, 1, 2,
3
EG

Behavi
oral
measur DynamicNormBehavior: At future meetings, do you think that more and more people will
es
introduce themselves with their pronouns?
1, 2, 3
Norm: Do you think that it is generally expected and desirable to share one's personal
pronouns at meetings like this?

i

Sparkman &
Walton,
2017
EG

NormDesc: Do you think that people generally share their personal pronouns in situations
like this?
ii, iii, 1, 2, 3 EG
NormInj: Do you think that people generally support the sharing of one’s personal
pronouns in situations like this?

ii, iii, 1, 2, 3 EG

NormPersonalDesc: Do you think that it is generally common to share one’s personal
pronouns at meetings at your workplace?

ii, iii

EG

NormPersonalInj: Do you think that it is generally desirable to share one’s personal
pronouns at meetings at your workplace?

ii, iii

EG

i

Sparkman &
Walton,
2017

iii, 1, 2, 3

Sparkman &
Walton,
2017

ii

Sparkman &
Walton,
2017

Norm DynamicNormInj: In 5 years' time, how much do you think people will consider it
percept desirable to share one's personal pronouns in order to prevent assumptions about
ions
someone's gender identity?

ii

Sparkman &
Walton,
2017

Target

i, ii, iii, 1, 2, EG

DynamicNorm: In 5 years' time, how much do you think people will consider it expected
and desirable to share one's personal pronouns in order to prevent assumptions about
someone's gender identity?

DynamicNorm: In five years’ time, do you think that more and more people will share
their personal pronouns at workplace meetings?
DynamicNormDesc: In 5 years' time, how much do you think people will consider it
common to share one's personal pronouns in order to prevent assumptions about
someone's gender identity?

What do you think this person’s gender identity is?
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percept
ions -second
ary
How much do you like this person?
DVs

3
Tamir &
i, ii, iii, 1, 2, Thornton,
3
2018

1, 2, 3

Tamir &
Thornton,
2018

How much do you think this person is higher status than you?

1, 2, 3

Tamir &
Thornton,
2018

How similar do you think this person is to you?

i, ii, iii, 1, 2,
3
EG

Do you share your pronouns when introducing yourself to new people?

i, ii, iii, 1, 2,
3
EG

How much would you like to interact with this person?

Do you agree with the following statements:

Persona
l values
and
behavio
r

Using someone’s correct personal pronouns is a way to respect their gender identity.

i, ii, iii, 1, 2,
3
EG

Using someone’s correct personal pronouns is a way to create a gender-inclusive
environment.

i, ii, iii, 1, 2,
3
EG

We should normalize the sharing of pronouns in order to prevent assumptions about
someone’s gender identity.

i, ii, iii, 1, 2,
3
EG

It is important to make people of all genders feel included and comfortable in any
environment.

2, 3

EG

1, 2, 3

EG

Free
respons Can you think of any other reasons why this person might have shared their personal
e
pronouns? What other reasons do you think we missed?
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Attention checks and demographic questions administered in Studies 1-3
Pre-task attention check
Before we start, please answer the following question.
When the following numbers are arranged by their numerical value, which is the middle number:
two, eight or three?
Please write your response in lowercase letters with no spaces.
Participants who responded with anything other than “three” were excluded from analyses.
Post-task attention check (administered on a 1-7 Likert scale)
Overall, how much attention did you pay to this HIT while you were taking it? Please answer
honestly; your response will not affect your payment for this study.
[rated on a scale of 1(almost no attention) to 7 (all my attention)]
In Studies 2 and 3, this measure was used only for diagnostic purposes and was not used to
exclude participants from analyses to avoid the introduction of bias into estimates of treatment
effects (Aronow et al., 2019).
In Study 2, 35 additional participants (2.93% of included participants) reported paying low
attention (<6) to the survey.
In Study 3, 113 additional participants (2.72% of included participants) reported paying low
attention (<6) to the survey.
Demographic questions
1. What is your age (in years)?
2. With which gender do you identify?
a. Male
b. Female
c. Non-binary/Other
d. Prefer not to disclose
3. Please indicate how you identify yourself (Choose all that apply)
a. American Indian or Alaskan Native
b. Asian / Asian American
c. Black or African American
d. Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander
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4.

5.

6.

7.

e. White
f. Hispanic/Latino/a/x
g. Other
h. Prefer not to disclose
What is your household income per year?
a. < $10,000
b. $10,000 to $19,999
c. $20,000 to $29,999
d. $30,000 to $39,999
e. $40,000 to $49,999
f. $50,000 to $74,999
g. $75,000 to $99,999
h. $100,000 to $149,999
i. >$150,000
What is the highest level of education you have received? (If you’re currently enrolled in
school, please indicate the highest degree you have received.)
a. Less than a high school diploma
b. High school degree or equivalent (e.g. GED)
c. Some college, no degree
d. Associate degree (e.g. AA, AS)
e. Bachelor’s degree (e.g. BA, BS)
f. Postgraduate degree (e.g. Master’s Degree, Professional Degree, Doctorate
Degree)
What is your current employment status?
a. Employed full time (30 hours or more a week)
b. Employed part time (up to 29 hours a week)
c. Unemployed and currently looking for work
d. Unemployed and not currently looking for work
e. Student
f. Retired
g. Homemaker
h. Self-employed
i. Unable to work
Think of this ladder as representing where people stand in the United States. At the top of
the ladder are the people who have the most money, most education, and most respected
jobs. At the bottom are the people who have the least money, least education, and least
respected jobs/ no job. The higher up you are on this ladder, the closer you are to the
people at the very top. The lower you are, the closer you are to the people at the very
bottom.
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Where would you place yourself on this ladder? Please place a dot on the rung where you
think you stand at this time in your life, relative to other people in the United States.

8. In politics today, do you consider yourself a:
a. Republican
b. Democrat
c. Independent
d. Something else
9. Politically, how conservative are you in terms of social issues?
a. Very liberal
b. Liberal
c. Somewhat liberal
d. Moderate
e. Somewhat conservative
f. Conservative
g. Very conservative
10. Politically, how conservative are you in terms of economic issues?
a. Very liberal
b. Liberal
c. Somewhat liberal
d. Moderate
e. Somewhat conservative
f. Conservative
g. Very conservative
11. What is your sexual orientation? Choose all that apply.
a. Asexual
b. Bisexual/Pansexual
c. Gay
d. Heterosexual (Straight)
e. Lesbian
f. Queer
g. Questioning
h. Other (please specify)
i. Prefer not to disclose
16

12. What was the first language you learned?
a. English
b. Other (text entry)
13. If Other, display this question:
a. At what age did you first learn English?
14. To what extent do you consider yourself to be religious?
a. Not at all religious
b. Slightly religious
c. Moderately religious
d. Very religious
e. Don’t know
f. Prefer not to say
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Section C. Participant Demographics
Table 4. Participant demographics across all pilot and main studies.

Study

N

Age

% Female

% Non-white

% BA or more

Income above 50k

1

2756

40.3

53.2%

27.2%

57.9%

36.4%

2

1253

41.9

52.3%

26.4%

60.6%

37.0%

3

4405

39.6

57.1%

27.6%

55.0%

56.9%

Pilot 1

96

32.4

33.3%

38.9%

82.3%

29.5%

Pilot 2

228

40.6

43.9%

27.2%

56.1%

35.4%

Pilot 3

1187

40.1

47.0%

28.80%

64.4%

42.4%
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Section D. Study 1 secondary analyses.
Analysis 1.a. Simple linear regressions of sharer motivation perception factor scores on
condition (preregistered).
In the leadership status manipulation (see Figure 1), we found no significant difference in
perceptions of reputation signaling (t(720) = 0.67, p = .505, d = 0.05) between the condition in
which the sharer was an intern (M = 0.05, 95% CI [-0.06, 0.16]) vs the condition in which the
sharer was the team leader (M = 0.10, 95% CI [-0.10, 0.19]). We also found no significant
difference in perceptions of norm signaling (t(720) = 1.28, p = .201, d = 0.10) between the
“intern” condition (M = 0.00, 95% CI [-0.11, 0.11]) and the “leader” condition (M = 0.10, 95%
CI [-0.05, 0.25]). Finally, there was no significant difference in perceptions of rule following
(t(720) = -0.79, p = .429, d = -0.05) between the “intern” condition (M = -0.03, 95% CI [-0.13,
0.06]) and the “leader” condition (M = -0.09, 95% CI [-0.19, 0.08]). These results do not support
our hypothesis that leadership status influences perceptions of public pronoun sharing as
reputation signaling or norm signaling.

Figure 1. Perceptions of reputation signaling, norm signaling, and rule following in the leadership status
manipulation.

In the audience size manipulation (see Figure 2), we found a significant effect of reputation
signaling (t(719) = 2.03, p = .043, d = 0.15), such that participants were more likely to think Jack
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was reputation signaling when the meeting size was small (M = 0.11, 95% CI [0.00, 0.31]) than
when it was large (M = -0.04, 95% CI [-0.15, 0.06]). We found no significant difference in
perceptions of norm signaling (t(719) = -0.58, p = .561, d = -0.05) between the “small meeting
size” condition (M = 0.03, 95% CI [-0.22, 0.12]) and the “large meeting size” condition (M =
0.08, 95% CI [-0.04, 0.20]). We also found no significant difference in perceptions of rule
following (t(719) = 0.85, p = .397, d = 0.06) between the “small meeting size” condition (M = 0.08, 95% CI [-0.08, 0.20]) and the “large meeting size” condition (M = -0.14, 95% CI [-0.24, 0.04]). These results partially support our hypothesis that the size of the signal’s audience
influences perceptions of public pronoun sharing as reputation signaling or norm signaling.

Figure 2. Perceptions of reputation signaling, norm signaling, and rule following in the audience size manipulation.

In the normativeness manipulation (see Figure 3), we found a significant effect of reputation
signaling (t(729) = -4.92, p < .000, d = -0.36), such that participants thought Jack was less likely
to be reputation signaling when the act of sharing his pronouns was normative (M = -0.29, 95%
CI [-0.51, -0.02]) than when it was not normative (M = 0.08, 95% CI [-0.02, 0.17]). We also
found a significant effect of norm signaling (t(729) = -7.00, p < .000, d = -0.57), such that
participants thought Jack was less likely to be norm signalling when the act of sharing pronouns
was normative (M = -0.43, 95% CI [-0.73, -0.41]) than when it was not normative (M = 0.14,
95% CI [0.02, 0.27]). We found a significant effect of rule following (t(729) = 19.61, p < .000, d
= 1.48), such that participants thought Jack was more likely to be rule following in the
“normative” condition (M = 0.95, 95% CI [1.33, 1.63]) than in the “non-normative” condition (M
= -0.53, 95% CI [-0.65, -0.41]). These results support our hypothesis that the normativeness of
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the action of public pronoun sharing influences perceptions of the same as reputation signaling or
norm signaling. However, they are not confirmed by the results of the SEM reported in the main
text. Because the generalized structural equation model (SEM) explicitly models variable error, it
is a more accurate analysis of our data.

Figure 3. Perceptions of reputation signaling, norm signaling, and rule following in the normativeness manipulation.

Analysis 1.b. Multiple regression analyses (preregistered).
We also ran multiple regression analyses on the sharer perception factor scores and a set of
covariates pre-specified in our preregistration (gender, race, and education level). The results are
robust to controlling for these demographic variables, and the coefficients for the different
conditions are reported below.
Table 5. Multiple regression analyses of sharer motivation perception factors on condition, controlling for gender,
race, and education level. d = effect size. * = p<0.05, ** = p<0.001.
Reputation signaling
Manip
ulatio
n
Condition Estimate (M)
Leade
rship Intern

-0.14
CI[-0.34,0.07]

Norm signaling

tvalue Estimate (M)

d
0.04

-0.07
0.57 CI[-0.28,0.14]

Rule following
tvalue Estimate (M) d

d
0.10

0.11
1.29 CI[-0.07,0.29]

tvalu
e
-0.06 0.89
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status
Leader

-0.10
CI[-0.10,019]

0.04
CI[-0.05,0.26]

0.05
CI[-0.19,0.07]

Small

-0.12
CI[0.00,0.30]

0.21
CI[-0.20,0.13]

-0.15
CI[-0.09,0.19]

Audie
nce
size
Large
Descri
ptive
norma
tivene
ss of
action

-0.27
CI[-0.48,-0.07] 0.15*

Nonnorm -0.17
ative
CI[-0.36,0.02]
Normativ -0.55
e
CI[-0.53,-0.24] -0.38**

0.25
1.99 CI[0.02,0.47]
0.08
CI[-0.14,0.29]

-0.21
-0.03 -0.38 CI[-0.41,0.00]

0.05 0.74

-0.34
CI[-0.55,0.13]

-0.49
1.14
19.5
-5.20 CI[-0.72,-0.40] -0.56** -6.87 CI[1.33,1.63] 1.48**
3

Analysis 1.c. Correlations between sharer motivation perception factors and secondary DVs
(behavioral intentions and norm perceptions) (preregistered).
We hypothesized that perceptions of norm signaling would be associated with increased
perceptions of the signaler’s behavior as an indication of a dynamic norm (i.e. that more people
will adopt in the future), whereas perceptions of reputation signaling would be associated with
likelihood of currently engaging in the behavior.
However, we found that perceptions of norm signaling were positively correlated with both
increased perceptions of the signaler’s behavior as a dynamic norm as well as with reported
likelihood that participants and others at the meeting would engage in the behavior (see Figure
4). On the other hand, reputation signaling was negatively correlated with both reported
behavioral intentions and norm perception measures (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Correlations between sharer perception factors and behavioral intention and norm perception measures.

Analysis 1.d. Correlational mediation analyses.
We conducted a mediation analysis to see whether the actor motivation perception factors
mediated the effect of condition on the secondary variables of behavioral predictions, norm
perceptions, personal values, and affinity for the sharer.
To do this, we first conducted an exploratory factor analysis with varimax rotation on the 15
secondary DVs and found a 2-factor structure explaining 59% of the variance to emerge. Factor
1 explains 34% of the variance, and we interpret it as “Value/Affinity” because of high loadings
(> .4) by items such as belief in the need for normalizing the sharing of personal pronouns and
likeability of the sharer. Factor 2 explains 25% of the variance, and we interpret it as “Behavioral
Predictions” because of high loadings (> .4) by items such as likelihood of people doing the
action in the future and likelihood that more and more people will engage in the action. DVs that
measured predictions of the participant’s own behavior, and perception of the action as an
injunctive norm and a dynamic norm loaded highly (>.4) onto both factors. DVs measuring
perceptions of the sharer’s status and the participant’s past behavior related to pronoun sharing
did not load highly (<.4) onto either factor. See Table 6 for the factor loadings of each of the 15
items measuring behavioral predictions, norm perceptions, personal values, and affinity for the
sharer.
Table 6. Factor loadings based on an exploratory factor analysis with varimax rotation for 15 secondary DVs (N =
2619).
Variables

Value/Affinity

OtherBehavior

Belief in the need for normalizing the sharing of
personal pronouns

0.81

Interest in interacting with sharer

0.79

Likeability of sharer

0.78

Belief that normalizing the sharing of pronouns
improves gender inclusivity

0.78

Belief that diverse identities should be respected

0.76

Similarity to sharer

0.70

Likelihood of participant doing the action

0.58

0.54

The action is perceived as injunctively normative

0.56

0.44

The action is perceived as dynamically normative

0.52

0.51
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Likelihood of people doing the action in the future

0.91

Likelihood that more and more people will do the
action

0.88

Likelihood of other colleagues doing the action

0.85

The action is perceived as descriptively normative

0.41

Belief that sharer is of high status
Performance of action in the past

Note. Factor loadings <.4 are suppressed.

We then conducted mediation analyses to test whether the actor motivation perception factors of
Reputation Signaling, Norm Signaling, and Rule Following mediated the influence of leadership
status, audience size, and normativeness of the action on these secondary factors of
Value/Affinity and Behavioral Predictions (see Table 7). We found no direct effect of leadership
status on Value/Affinity, and a significant direct effect of leadership status on Behavioral
Predictions that was not mediated by any of the actor motivation perception factors. We found no
direct effect of audience size on either the Value/Affinity or Behavioral Predictions factors.
There was a direct effect of normativeness of the action on Behavioral Predictions factor that
was not mediated by any of the actor motivation perceptions factors. However, the direct effect
of normativeness on the Value/Affinity factor was significant whereas the total effect was not,
suggesting mediation by the actor motivation perception factors. There was a significant indirect
effect of norm signaling and rule following on the Value/Affinity factor. Calculating indirect
effects as a percentage of total effect mediated, norm signaling perceptions accounted for x% of
this mediation, while rule following perceptions accounted for y%.
Table 7. Mediation analysis results (estimates, p-values, 95% confidence intervals) showing whether the actor
motivation perception factors mediate the effect of condition on secondary DVs. * = p<.05, ** = p<.01.
Outcome Variables
Value/Liking
IV

Mediators Indirect Effect
Rep

Lead
ershi Norm
p
statu
s
Rule

Direct Effect

OtherBehavior
Total Effect

Indirect Effect

-0.01
CI(-1.39,0.67)

-0.00
CI(-0.62,0.28)

0.02
CI(-0.67,2.30)

0.01
CI(-0.31,1.06)

-0.00
CI(-0.82,0.45)

0.02
0.03
-0.00
CI(-1.17,2.89) CI(-1.65,3.75) CI(-1.26,0.70)

Direct Effect

Total Effect

0.07**
0.07*
CI(0.62,4.58) CI(0.39,4.65)
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Rep

-0.03
CI(-0.07,0.00)

-0.01
CI(-0.03,0.00)

Norm

-0.01
CI(-0.05,0.03)

-0.00
CI(-0.02,0.01)

Audi
ence
size Rule

Nor Rep
mati
vene Norm
ss of
actio
n
Rule

0.02
CI(0.00,0.05)

-0.03
-0.05
0.03
CI(-0.08,0.04) CI(-0.12,0.03) CI(0.00,0.06)

0.00
CI(-0.02,0.03)

0.00
CI(-0.01,0.01)

0.06*
CI(0.02,0.10)

0.03*
CI(0.01,0.05)

0.10**
CI(0.04,0.16)

-0.12**
0.03
0.28**
CI(-0.20,-0.05) CI(-0.03,0.12) CI(0.21,0.36)

-0.01
-0.00
CI(-0.06,0.03) CI(-0.05,0.05)

0.07
0.38**
CI(0.00,0.15) CI(0.29,0.46)

Analysis 1.e. Free response items for potential missed motivations for pronoun sharing.
Within the administered survey, we included a free response question to ask participants if they
believed we had potentially missed any motivations as to why Jack might share his pronouns.
16.67% of all valid participants reported a motivation that followed one of several distinct and
recurring themes, as coded by the first and fourth authors. These include (but are not limited to)
that Jack may be transgender, he may be sharing pronouns sarcastically and actually mocking the
practice, and that he is using pronouns due to explicit company policies. Commonly reported
themes, such as the sharer having been misgendered in the past and that the sharer wants to
signal their social identity, were included as new stimuli for Study 2.
Analysis 1.f. Unsuppressed factor loadings in exploratory factor analysis model.
Table 8. All factor loadings (as opposed to >.4 as in the main text) based on an exploratory factor analysis with
varimax rotation for 27 items testing participants’ perceptions of the sharer’s motivations (N = 2756). Items in this
table are explanatory labels for original DVs; see Table 3 for the exact wording of these items that study participants
saw.

Item

Reputation Norm
Rule
Signaling Signaling Following

Motive to gain status

0.86

Motive to enhance reputation

0.82

Motive to make others like oneself

0.82

Motive to make peers think highly of oneself

0.79

0.14

Motive to attract attention

0.78

-0.39
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Motive to make superiors think highly of oneself

0.75

Motive to benefit oneself

0.74

Motive to gain power

0.70

Motive to look morally good

0.69

Motive to make others want to interact with oneself

0.63

Controversial nature of action

0.43

0.22

-0.48

Motive to avoid social cost

0.41

-0.18

0.33

Motive to display competence at one’s job

0.33

Effortfulness of action

0.26

0.11

Motive to influence others to do the same

0.23

0.56

Motive to follow an injunctive norm

0.20

Motive to make oneself feel more respected and comfortable

0.19

0.28

0.24

Impact of action

-0.12

0.50

0.24

Genuineness of action

-0.15

0.74

The action being morally good

-0.22

0.38

0.29

Importance of action

0.93

-0.14

Belief in the value of having a gender-inclusive workplace

0.90

-0.12

Motive to make others feel more respected and comfortable

0.81

Likelihood that sharer will engage in similar behavior in the future

0.76

-0.14

Likelihood that sharer’s colleagues will engage in similar behavior in
the future

0.37

0.34

Belief that colleagues are on the same page about gender inclusivity

0.12

0.57

-0.21

0.80

Motive to share due to the belief that it is common

0.19

-0.13

-0.13

0.21

0.42
-0.12

0.62

Analysis 1.g. EFA and simple linear regression results without post-task attention check
exclusions.
H1: Based on preliminary data (see Sections G-I), we hypothesized that an underlying factor
structure of perceived motivations for signaling behavior would emerge. We find that a 3-factor
structure explains 50% of the variance in our 27 “sharer motivation perception” DVs using
exploratory factor analysis with varimax rotation. Factor 1 explains 24% of the variance, and we
interpret it as “Reputation Signaling” because of high loadings (> .4) by items such as motive to
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gain status and motive to enhance reputation. Factor 2 explains 19% of the variance, and we
label it as “Norm Signaling” due to high loadings (> .4) by items such as belief in the value of the
action, motive to benefit others, and motive to signal that the action is the right thing to do.
Finally, Factor 3 explains 8% of the variance, and we interpret it as “Rule Following” because of
high loadings (> .4) by items including motive to follow a descriptive norm and motive to follow
an injunctive norm1. All motivation items except 3 (“Motive to make oneself feel respected and
comfortable”, “Effort of the action”, and “Controversial nature of the action”) loaded uniquely
and highly (>.4) onto one of the 3 factors (these 3 items loaded weakly, i.e. <.4, on all factors;
see Table 7 for the factor loadings of each of the 27 items measuring sharer motivation
perceptions). These findings support our hypothesis of people’s perceptions of a few primary
underlying motivations for public sharing of one’s pronouns. They suggest that people perceive
public pronoun sharing as reputation signaling (to make oneself look morally good), norm
signaling (to influence others to adopt a new norm), or as being simply externally motivated
(e.g., to conform to an existing norm).
Table 9. Factor loadings based on an exploratory factor analysis with varimax rotation for 27 items testing
participants’ perceptions of the sharer’s motivations (N = 2,619). Items in this table are explanatory labels for
original DVs; see Table 3 for the exact wording of these items that study participants saw.

Item

Reputation
Signaling Norm Signaling

Motive to gain status

0.85

Motive to enhance reputation

0.82

Motive to make others like oneself

0.82

Motive to make peers think highly of oneself

0.80

Motive to make superiors think highly of oneself

0.77

Motive to attract attention

0.74

Motive to benefit oneself

0.74

Motive to gain power

0.70

Motive to look morally good

0.68

Motive to make others want to interact with oneself

0.63

Motive to avoid social cost

0.46

Belief in the importance of the action

0.85

Belief in the value behind the action

0.84

Motive to benefit others

0.79

1

Rule Following

Note that these items are explanatory labels; see Table 3 for exact wording of the questions that participants saw.
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Genuineness of action

0.75

Likelihood that sharer will engage in similar behavior in
the future

0.68

Impact of action

0.60

Motive to signal that the action is the right thing to do

0.53

The action being morally good

0.51

Likelihood that sharer's colleagues will engage in
similar behavior in the future

0.50

Motive to follow a descriptive norm

0.70

Motive to follow an injunctive norm

0.58

Belief that colleagues are on the same page about gender
inclusivity

0.54

Motive to display competence at one's job

0.41

Effortfulness of action
Controversial nature of action
Motive to make oneself feel respected and comfortable

Note. Factor loadings <.4 are suppressed. See analysis 1.f. for table with unsuppressed factor loadings.

H2: We use a generalized structural equation model to fit a multivariate model to examine how
the features of leadership status, audience size, and normativeness of the action influence
perceptions of the sharer’s motivations.
Inconsistently with our hypothesis, we find no significant effect of leadership status on
perceptions of reputation signaling (coeff = .03, z = .68, p = .497), norm signaling (coeff = .05, z
= 1.20, p = .228), or rule following (coeff = -.01, z = -.19, p = .853).
In the audience size manipulation, we find that when the meeting size was small compared to
large, participants were significantly more likely to perceive Jack as reputation signaling (coeff =
.08, z = 2.10, p = .035). There was no significant difference between the conditions in which the
meeting size was small vs large in perceptions of norm signaling (coeff = -.02, z = -.56, p = .576)
or rule following (coeff = .07, z = 1.62, p = .105). These results partially support our hypothesis
that the size of the signal’s audience influences perceptions of public pronoun sharing as
reputation signaling or norm signaling.
In the normativeness manipulation, we find that when the act of sharing pronouns was normative
compared to non-normative, participants were significantly more likely to perceive Jack as norm
signaling (coeff = .10, z = 2.50, p = .013), and significantly more likely to perceive him to be rule
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following (coeff = .60, z = 14.86, p < .001). We find no significant difference between the
normative and non-normative conditions in perceptions of reputation signaling (coeff = -.01, z = .16, p = .876). These results partially support our hypothesis that the normativeness of the action
of public pronoun sharing influences perceptions of reputation signaling or norm signaling.
Section E. Study 2 secondary analyses.
Analysis 2.a. Simple linear regressions of sharer motivation perception factor scores on
condition (preregistered).
We examined how the features of the sharer’s gender identity and implied presence of a TGNB
colleague influence perceptions of the sharer’s motivations using simple linear regression
models.
In the sharer gender identity manipulation (see Figure 5), as predicted, we found a significant
effect of sharer gender identity on perceptions of reputation signaling (t(481) = -5.57, p < .000, d
= -0.49), such that participants thought the sharer was less likely to be reputation signaling when
the sharer was transgender (M = -.43, 95% CI [-0.66, -0.32]) vs cisgender (M = 0.06, 95% CI [0.06, 0.19]). We also found a predicted significant effect of condition on perceptions of norm
signaling (t(481) = 6.58, p < .000, d = 0.45), such that participants thought the sharer was more
likely to be norm signaling when transgender (M = 0.58, 95% CI [0.31, 0.58]) vs cisgender (M =
0.13, 95% CI [0.03, 0.23]). Finally, there was a significant effect of condition on perceptions of
rule following (t(481) = -6.87, p <.000, d = -0.52), such that participants thought the sharer was
less likely to be rule following when transgender (M = -0.63, 95% CI [-0.67, -0.37]) vs cisgender
(M = -0.11, 95% CI [-0.21, -0.01]). These results support our hypothesis that sharer gender
identity influences perceptions of public pronoun sharing as reputation signaling and norm
signaling.
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Figure 5. Perceptions of reputation signaling, norm signaling, and rule following in the sharer gender identity
manipulation.

In the TGNB colleague presence manipulation (see Figure 6), we found no significant difference
in perceptions of reputation signaling (t(473) = -0.89, p = .375, d = -0.07) between the condition
in which another colleague at the meeting introduced themself with the gender nonconforming
“they/them” pronouns (M = 0.12, 95% CI [-0.24, 0.09]) vs the condition in which no colleague
used those pronouns (M = 0.20, 95% CI [0.08, 0.31]). We also found no significant difference in
perceptions of norm signaling (t(473) = 1.55, p = .121, d = 0.14) between the “TGNB colleague”
condition (M = -0.40, 95% CI [-0.04, 0.31]) and the “no TGNB colleague” condition (M = -0.53,
95% CI [-0.66, -0.40]). Finally, there was no significant difference in perceptions of rule
following (t(473) = 1.29, p = .199, d = 0.09) between the “TGNB colleague” condition (M =
0.51, 95% CI [-0.04, 0.22]) and the “no TGNB colleague” condition (M = 0.42, 95% CI [0.33,
0.52]). These results do not support our hypothesis that the implied presence of a gender
nonconforming colleague at the meeting influences perceptions of public pronoun sharing as
reputation signaling or norm signaling.
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Figure 6. Perceptions of reputation signaling, norm signaling, and rule following in the TGNB colleague presence
manipulation.

Analysis 2.b. Multiple regression analyses (preregistered).
We also ran multiple regression analyses on the sharer perception factor scores and a set of
covariates pre-specified in our preregistration (gender, race, and education level). The results are
robust to controlling for these demographic variables, and the coefficients for the different
conditions are reported below.
Table 10. Multiple regression analyses of sharer motivation perception factors on condition, controlling for gender,
race, and education level. d = effect size. * = p<0.05, ** = p<0.001.
Reputation signaling
Manipulati
on
Condition

Sharer's
TGNB
identity

Estimate (M) d

TGNB
sharer

-0.48
CI[-0.58,0.23]

Cisgender
sharer

-0.07
CI[-

Norm signaling

tvalu
e
Estimate (M) d
0.65
CI[0.39,0.66]

- 0.13
0.41** 4.60 CI[-

Rule following
tval
ue Estimate (M) d
-0.71
CI[-0.73,0.43]

7.7 -0.13
0.52**
0 CI[-

tvalu
e

0.58*
*
7.59
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Presence
of TGNB
colleague

0.29,0.15]

0.06,0.32]

0.32,0.06]

TGNB
colleague
present

-0.23
CI[0.24,0.09]

-0.09
CI[0.03,0.31]

0.55
CI[0.06,0.19]

TGNB
colleague
absent

-0.16
CI[0.42,0.10]

-0.23
- CI[-0.07 0.84 0.47,0.02]

1.6 0.48
0.14
0 CI[0.28,0.68]

0.07 1.04

Analysis 2.c. Correlations between sharer motivation perception factors and secondary DVs
(behavioral intentions and norm perceptions) (preregistered).
We predicted a replication of our results from Study 1, such that perceptions of norm signaling
would be associated with increased likelihood of participants and others at the meeting engaging
in the behavior, as well as perceptions of the behavior as normative and as a dynamic norm. We
predicted that reputation signaling would be negatively correlated with these behavioral intention
and norm perception measures. These predictions were supported by the results of a correlational
test between the sharer perception factors and behavioral and norm perception DVs (see Figure
7).

Figure 7. Correlations between sharer perception factors and behavioral intention and norm perception measures.

Analysis 2.d. Correlational mediation analyses.
We conducted a mediation analysis to see whether the sharer motivation perception factors
mediated the effect of condition on the secondary variables of behavioral predictions, norm
perceptions, personal values, and affinity for the sharer.
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To do this, we first conducted an exploratory factor analysis with varimax rotation on the 16
secondary DVs and found a 2-factor structure explaining 56% of the variance to emerge. Factor
1 explains 35% of the variance, and we interpret it as “Value/Affinity” because of high loadings
(> .4) by items such as belief that normalizing the sharing of personal pronouns improves
gender inclusivity and likeability of the sharer. Factor 2 explains 21% of the variance, and we
interpret it as “Behavioral Predictions” because of high loadings (> .4) by items such as
likelihood of people doing the action in the future and likelihood that more and more people will
engage in the action. DVs that measured predictions of the participant’s own behavior, and
perception of the action as a dynamic norm loaded onto both factors. DVs measuring perceptions
of the action as a descriptive norm, and perceptions of the sharer’s status and the participant’s
past behavior related to pronoun sharing did not load onto either factor. See Table 11 for the
factor loadings of each of the 16 items measuring behavioral predictions, norm perceptions,
personal values, and affinity for the sharer.
Table 11. Factor loadings based on an exploratory factor analysis with varimax rotation for 16 secondary DVs (N =
1195).
Variables

Value/Affinity

OtherBehavior

Belief that normalizing the sharing of pronouns improves
gender inclusivity

0.84

Belief that diverse identities should be respected

0.83

Belief in the need for normalizing the sharing of personal
pronouns

0.82

Belief in the need for gender inclusivity

0.76

Interest in interacting with sharer

0.72

Likeability of sharer

0.72

Similarity to sharer

0.60

The action is perceived as injunctively normative

0.60

Likelihood of participant doing the action

0.57

0.51

The action is perceived as dynamically normative

0.54

0.47

Likelihood of people doing the action in the future

0.91

Likelihood that more and more people will do the action

0.90

Likelihood of other colleagues doing the action

0.81

The action is perceived as descriptively normative
Belief that sharer is of high status
Performance of action in the past

Note. Factor loadings <.4 are suppressed.
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We then conducted mediation analyses to test whether the sharer motivation perception factors
of Reputation Signaling, Norm Signaling, and Rule Following mediated the influence of sharer’s
gender identity and the implied presence of a TGNB colleague on these secondary factors of
Value/Affinity and Behavioral Predictions (see Table 12). We found a significant direct effect of
sharer gender identity on the Behavioral Predictions factors, which was not mediated by any of
the sharer motivation perception factors. We found a marginally significant direct effect of sharer
gender identity on the Value/Affinity factor, whereas the total effect of sharer gender identity on
Value/Affinity was not significant, suggesting mediation by the sharer motivation perception
factors. There were significant indirect effects of reputation signaling, norm signaling, and rule
following on Value/Affinity. Calculating indirect effects as a percentage of total effect mediated,
reputation signaling perceptions accounted for x% of this mediation, norm signaling perceptions
accounted for y%, and rule following perceptions accounted for z%. We found no direct effect of
implied presence of a TGNB colleague on either the Value/Affinity or Behavioral Predictions
factors.
Table 12. Mediation analysis results (estimates, p-values, 95% confidence intervals) showing whether the sharer
motivation perception factors mediate the effect of condition on secondary DVs.
Outcome Variables

IV

Value/Liking
Media
tors
Indirect Effect Direct Effect Total Effect
Rep

0.08**
CI(0.05,0.11)

0.04*
Target Norm CI(0.01,0.07)
gender
identit
-0.10**
-0.07*
-0.05
y
Rule CI(-0.18,0.03) CI(-0.13,0.01) CI(-0.14,0.02)
Presen Rep
ce of
trans/ Norm
TGNB
collea
gue
Rule

OtherBehavior
Indirect Effect

Direct Effect

Total Effect

0.01
CI(-0.01,0.03)
0.02
CI(-0.01,0.05)
-0.09*
-0.12**
-0.18**
CI(-0.16,-0.02) CI(-0.20,-0.04) CI(-0.26,-0.08)

0.01
CI(0.00,0.03)

0.00
CI(0.00,0.00)

0.04
CI(0.00,0.09)

0.00
CI(-0.01,0.00)

0.04
0.00
0.08
0.01
CI(-0.02,0.13) CI(-0.09,0.09) CI(-0.03,0.20) CI(-0.01,0.05)

0.01
CI(-0.02,0.05)

0.02
CI(-0.01,0.06)

Analysis 2.e. Free response items for potential missed motivations for pronoun sharing.
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Within the administered survey, we included a free response question to ask participants if they
believed we had potentially missed any motivations as to why Jack might share his pronouns.
15.23% of all valid participants reported a motivation that followed one of several distinct and
recurring themes, as coded manually by the first and fourth authors. These include (but are not
limited to) that Jack wanted to avoid misgendering in the future, that he is virtue signaling, and
that he is sharing pronouns due to explicit company policies. Because these are covered by
existing items in our survey (e.g., motive to make oneself feel safe and comfortable, motive to
make oneself look morally good, motive to conform to a prescriptive norm), they were not
counted as novel explanations. Another theme identified in participant responses was that Jack
might be sharing his pronouns sarcastically and is actually mocking the practice. This response
was not covered by existing items, but was not added to the space of potential motivations for the
agent’s behavior because it was reported infrequently and assumes non-endorsement of the
behavior, whereas we aim to study perceptions of those who do endorse the behavior but may
have a range of intentions (authentic or inauthentic) for doing so.
Analysis 2.f. Unsuppressed factor loadings in exploratory factor analysis model.
Table 13. Factor loadings based on an exploratory factor analysis with varimax rotation for 27 items testing
participants’ perceptions of the sharer’s motivations (N = 1195). Items in this table are explanatory labels for
original DVs; see Table 3 for the exact wording of these items that study participants saw.

Item

Reputation
Signaling

Norm
Signaling

Rule Following

Motive to enhance reputation

0.84

Motive to gain social status

0.84

Motive to make superiors think highly of oneself

0.82

Motive to make others like oneself

0.81

0.12

Motive to make peers think highly of oneself

0.81

0.17

Motive to look morally good

0.71

0.19

Motive to gain power

0.68

-0.29

Motive to make others want to interact with oneself

0.67

Motive to benefit oneself

0.66

-0.12

Motive to attract attention

0.65

-0.43

Motive to display competence at one’s job

0.52

0.32

Motive to avoid social cost

0.51

Motive to follow an injunctive norm

0.27

Motive to follow a descriptive norm

0.24

-0.11

0.14

-0.18

0.20

0.21
0.58

-0.15

0.57
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Motive to publicly convey that the action is the right thing to
do according to oneself

0.16

0.54

Motive to publicly convey that the action is the right thing to
do according to the workplace

0.15

0.52

Motive to influence others to do the same

0.13

0.60

Motive to signal that the action is the right thing to do

0.12

0.53

0.13

The action being morally good

-0.10

0.34

0.55

Impact of action

-0.12

0.56

0.43

Motive to make others feel respected and comfortable

-0.19

0.69

0.33

Genuineness of action

-0.24

0.73

0.18

Importance of action

-0.24

0.79

0.17

Belief in the value of a gender inclusive workplace

-0.25

0.78

0.17

0.30

Likelihood that sharer will engage in similar behavior in the
future

0.76

Motive to publicly convey social identity

0.62

-0.15

Motive to stay consistent with past words/actions

0.56

0.14

Motive to make oneself feel more respected and comfortable

0.52

-0.10

Likelihood that sharer's colleagues will engage in similar
behavior in the future

0.35

0.50

Belief that colleagues are on the same page about gender
inclusivity

0.35

0.48

Analysis 2.g. Combined EFA factor loadings for Studies 1 and 2.
Table 14. Combined exploratory factor analysis results from Studies 1 and 2.
Reputation Signaling

Norm Signaling

Rule Following

Item

Study 1

Study 2

Study 1

Study 1

Motive to enhance
reputation

0.82

0.84

Motive to gain status

0.85

0.82

Motive to make
superiors think highly of
oneself
0.77

0.82

Study 2

Study 2
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Motive to make peers
think highly of oneself

0.80

0.81

Motive to make others
like oneself

0.82

0.81

Motive to look morally
good

0.68

0.71

Motive to gain power

0.70

0.68

Motive to make others
want to interact with
oneself

0.63

0.67

Motive to benefit
oneself

0.74

0.66

Motive to attract
attention

0.74

0.65

Motive to display
competence at one's job
Motive to avoid social
cost

-0.43

0.52
0.46

0.41

0.51

Belief in the importance
of the action

0.85

0.79

Belief in the value
behind the action

0.84

0.78

Likelihood that sharer
will engage in similar
behavior in the future

0.68

0.76

Genuineness of action

0.75

0.73

Motive to benefit others

0.79

0.69

Motive to reflect social
identity

n/a

0.62

Motive to influence
others to behave
similarly

n/a

0.60

Impact of action

0.60

0.56

Motive to remain
consistent with past
actions

n/a

0.56

Motive to reflect
personal values

n/a

0.54

Motive to signal that the
action is the right thing
to do

0.53

0.52

Motive to reflect
community values

n/a

0.52

0.43
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Motive to make oneself
feel respected and
comfortable

0.52

Motive to follow an
injunctive norm

0.58

0.58

Motive to follow a
descriptive norm

0.70

0.57

The action being
morally good

0.51

0.55

Likelihood that sharer's
colleagues will engage
in similar behavior in
the future

0.50

0.50

Belief that colleagues
are on the same page
about gender inclusivity

0.54

0.48

Effortfulness of action

n/a

n/a

n/a

Controversial nature of
action

n/a

n/a

n/a
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Section F. Study 3 secondary analyses.
Analysis 3.a. Free response items for potential missed motivations for pronoun sharing.
Within the administered survey, we included a free response question to ask participants if they
believed we had potentially missed any motivations as to why Jack might share his pronouns.
16.91% of all valid participants reported a motivation that followed one of several distinct and
recurring themes, as coded manually by the first and fourth authors. These include (but are not
limited to) that Jack wanted to avoid misgendering in the future, that he is virtue signaling, and
that he is sharing pronouns due to explicit company policies. Because these are covered by
existing items in our survey (e.g., motive to make oneself feel safe and comfortable, motive to
make oneself look morally good, motive to conform to a prescriptive norm), they were not
counted as novel explanations.
Analysis 3.b. Correlations between sharer motivation perception factors and secondary DVs
(behavioral intentions and norm perceptions).
We found that perceptions of norm signaling and rule following were positively associated with
increased likelihood of participants and others at the meeting engaging in the behavior, as well as
perceptions of the behavior as normative and as a dynamic norm. Rule following was more
positively correlated with these measures than norm signaling. We found that reputation
signaling was negatively correlated with these behavioral intention and norm perception
measures.

Figure 8. Correlations between sharer motivation perception factors and behavioral intention and norm perception
measures.
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Section G. Pilot Study i analyses.
This pilot study aimed to establish a factor structure for perceived motivations of someone who
shared their pronouns when introducing themself at a workplace meeting. In two different
between-subjects manipulations, we manipulated the explicit normativeness of the act of the
sharing one’s pronouns by changing the proportion of people at the meeting who had also shared
their pronouns, as well as the implicit normativeness of the act of sharing one’s pronouns as
reflected by the workplace setting (either an LGBTQ nonprofit or a conservative business firm).
We were interested in how implicit and explicit normativeness of pronoun sharing influences
perceptions of the sharer. We were also interested in the associations between perceptions of the
agent who shares his pronouns and the participants’ behavioral predictions and norm
perceptions.
Methods
Participants
A total of 96 U.S. participants (32 females, 64 males; Mean age = 32.4, SD = 7.56) recruited on
Amazon mTurk in response to an ad for a “Psychology study (6-8 minutes)” for $0.88 completed
this study. All participants filled out an online survey designed on Qualtrics survey software.

Materials, Design, and Procedure
After reading and electronically signing a consent form, participants were given a pre-task
attention check (see above) and then given a brief description of when people might share their
personal pronouns in different situations (see Section A above). Next, they were assigned to one
of four conditions in which we manipulated different features of the social context in which the
agent shared their personal pronouns (see Table 1 above). In each condition, participants read a
vignette in which a character named Jack attends a workplace meeting in which the team decides
to start the meeting with a round of introductions because there are some new colleagues at the
meeting. When it is Jack’s turn, he introduces himself with his name, role, and personal
pronouns (e.g., “I’m Jack, I’m the social media manager and I use he/him pronouns). In two of
the conditions, we manipulated the explicit normativeness of Jack’s action: in the “majority”
condition, all of the first 10 people who introduce themselves before Jack have shared their
pronouns, whereas in the “minority” condition, none of the first 10 people who introduce
themselves before Jack have shared their pronouns. In the other two conditions, we manipulated
the implicit normativeness of Jack’s action: in the “liberal” condition, participants read that Jack
works at an LGBTQ nonprofit, and in the “conservative” condition, they read that Jack works at
a conservative business consulting firm.
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All participants reported on their perceptions of the sharer’s motivations by answering a series of
15 questions presented in randomized order, intended to measure the extent to which they think
the sharer is motivated by factors like an authentic belief in the value of their action, a desire to
influence others to follow a norm, a desire to enhance their own reputation, and an external
desire to gain material benefits and to avoid costs (see Table 3 above for complete list of DVs).
All of these questions were experimenter-generated. Participants reported their perceptions on an
unmarked slider scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 100 (certainly). All dependent measures
were answered on 100-point unmarked sliders with extreme anchors labeled.
After rating their perceptions of the sharer’s motivations, participants were asked to report on 3
behavioral intention measures (e.g., “Imagine that you are an employee who is also attending
this work meeting. It’s your turn next to introduce yourself to the group. Will you introduce
yourself with your personal pronouns?”) and 2 measures of norm perception (e.g., whether they
believe that, in five years’ time, more people will adopt this behavior) presented in randomized
order. Participants reported their perceptions on a scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 100
(certainly).
Participants then responded to 7 secondary DVs (presented in randomized order) intended to
measure their liking for and interest in interacting with the sharer, their perception of the sharer’s
gender identity, and their personal beliefs about the value of normalizing the sharing of pronouns
to improve gender inclusivity in the workplace.
Finally, participants were also asked to report on a number of demographic measures (see above
for a description of these measures). They were then debriefed and informed of the complete
goals of the study at the end of the survey.
Results
Analysis i.a. Exploratory factor analysis of sharer motivation perceptions DVs.
We find that a 2-factor structure explains 46% of the variance in our 15 “sharer motivation
perception” DVs using exploratory factor analysis with varimax rotation. Factor 1 explains 25%
of the variance, and we interpret it as “Reputation Signaling” because of high loadings (> .4) by
items such as motive to avoid social cost and motive to demonstrate moral goodness. Factor 2
explains 21% of the variance, and we label it as “Norm Signaling” due to high loadings (> .4) by
items such as belief in the value of the action, motive to benefit others, and motive to influence
others to behave similarly. See Table 15 for the factor loadings of each of the 15 items
measuring sharer motivation perceptions.
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Table 15. Factor loadings based on an exploratory factor analysis with varimax rotation for 15 items testing
participants’ perceptions of the sharer’s motivations (N = 96).

Item

Reputation
Signaling

Norm Signaling

MotiveLose

0.78

SelfBenefit

0.69

0.42

Moral

0.65

0.47

Effective

0.65

0.41

MotiveNorm

0.63

Effort

0.61

Impact

0.54

Controversy

0.50

MotiveMoral

0.44

0.60

MotiveOther

0.78

Genuine

0.69

MotiveInfluence

0.65

Belief

0.64

FutureAction

0.44

MotiveAttention

Analysis i.b. Simple linear regressions of sharer motivation perception factor scores on
condition.
In the proportion manipulation (see Figure 9), we found there was a significant effect of
proportion on perceptions of reputation signaling (t(47) = -3.18, p = .003, d = -0.82), such that
participants thought that the sharer was less likely to be reputation signalling when the sharer
was in the minority (M = -0.45, 95% CI [-1.34, -0.30]) vs the majority (M = 0.37, 95% CI [0.14,
0.60]). However, there was no significant difference in perceptions of norm signaling (t(47) = 0.24, p = .810, d = -0.06) between the “minority” (M = -0.07, 95% CI [-0.60, 0.47]) and
“majority” (M = -0.01, 95% CI [-0.43, 0.41]) conditions.
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Figure 9. Perceptions of norm signaling and reputation signalling in the proportion manipulation.

In the workplace setting manipulation (see Figure 10), we found no significant difference in the
perceptions of reputation signaling (t(45) = 0.22, p = .83, d = 0.05) between the conditions when
the sharer was in a workplace where introducing oneself with pronouns was the norm (M = 0.07,
95% CI [-0.29, 0.44]) vs pronoun introductions were still non-normative (M = 0.12, 95% CI [0.40, 0.50]). Additionally, there was also no significant difference in the perception of norm
signalling (t(45) = -1.17, p = .249, d = -0.31) when the sharer introduced himself with pronouns
in the normative (M = 0.22, 95% CI [-0.18, 0.62]) vs the non-normative (M = -0.10, 95% CI [0.86, 0.23]) conditions.
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Figure 10. Perceptions of norm signaling and reputation signalling in the workplace setting manipulation.

Analysis i.c. Correlations between sharer motivation perception factors and secondary DVs
(behavioral intentions and norm perceptions).
Perceptions of norm and reputation signaling were positively correlated with both increased
perceptions of the signaler’s behavior as a dynamic norm as well as with reported likelihood that
participants and others at the meeting would engage in the behavior. In particular, reputation
signalling was more highly correlated with perceptions of pronoun sharing and normativity (see
Figure 11).
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Figure 11. Correlations between sharer motivation perception factors and behavioral intention and norm perception
measures.

Section H. Pilot Study ii analyses.
This pilot study aimed to establish a factor structure for perceived motivations of an agent who
shared his pronouns when introducing himself at a workplace meeting, using only conditions
manipulating the explicit normativeness of pronoun sharing. We also aimed to study how the
normativeness of the action influences perceptions of pronoun sharing, as well as the correlations
between these perceptions and participants’ behavioral predictions and norm perceptions.
Methods
Participants
A total of 228 U.S. participants (100 females, 125 males, 2 non-binary, 1 unknown; Mean age =
40.6, SD = 12.6) recruited on Amazon mTurk in response to an ad for a “Psychology study (6-8
minutes)” for $0.88 completed this study. All participants filled out an online survey designed on
Qualtrics.

Materials, Design, and Procedure
The study design and procedures were the same as in Pilot Study i. However, in this study, we
narrowed down on manipulating the explicit normativeness of the action (Jack is either in the
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majority or minority of those who share their pronouns) using a larger sample size per cell, based
on a power analysis using preliminary data from Pilot Study i.
We also introduced new DVs to measure sharer perceptions, behavioral predictions, and norm
perceptions (see Table 3 above) in order to incorporate a broader range of possible responses.
Results
Analysis ii.a. Exploratory factor analysis of sharer motivation perceptions DVs.
We find that a 3-factor structure explains 52% of the variance in our 16 “sharer motivation
perception” DVs using exploratory factor analysis with varimax rotation. Factor 1 explains 24%
of the variance, and we interpret it as “Norm Signaling” due to high loadings (> .4) by items such
as belief in the value of the action, motive to benefit others, and motive to influence others to
behave similarly. Factor 2 explains 17% of the variance, and we interpret it as “Rule Following”
because of high loadings (> .4) by items such as motive to follow a descriptive norm and motive
to follow an injunctive norm. Factor 3 explains 11% of the variance, and we label it as
“Reputation Signaling” because of high loadings (> .4) by items such as motive to avoid social
cost and motive to demonstrate moral goodness. See Table 16 for the factor loadings of each of
the 16 items measuring sharer motivation perceptions.
Table 16. Factor loadings based on an exploratory factor analysis with varimax rotation for 16 items testing
participants’ perceptions of the sharer’s motivations (N = 228). Items in this table are explanatory labels for original
DVs; see Table 3 for the exact wording of these items that study participants saw.

Item

Reputation
Signaling Norm Signaling

Genuine

0.87

Belief

0.80

FutureAction

0.76

MotiveOther

0.74

Impact

0.74

MotiveInfluence

0.53

Moral

0.45

MotiveDescNorm

0.79

MotiveInjNorm

0.77

MotiveLose

0.63

Effective

0.63

Rule Following
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MotiveComfort

0.51

Controversy

0.67

MotiveAttn

0.64

Effort

0.56

MotiveMoral

Analysis ii.b. Simple linear regressions of sharer motivation perception factor scores on
condition.
In the proportion manipulation (see Figure 12), we found there was a significant effect of
proportion on perceptions of reputation signaling (t(214) = 3.46, p = .003, d = 0.83), such that
participants thought that Jack was more likely to be reputation signalling when he was in the
minority (M = 0.39, 95% CI [0.63, 1.04]) vs the majority (M = -0.44, 95% CI [-0.61, -0.27]).
There was also a significant effect of proportion on norm signaling (t(214) = 3.46, p <.000, d =
0.44), such that participants thought that Jack was more likely to be norm signalling when he was
in the minority (M = 0.21, 95% CI [0.19, 0.70]) vs the the majority (M = -0.23, 95% CI [-0.43, 0.03]). Finally, there was a significant effect of proportion on rule following (t(214) = -7.72, p =
0.00 , d = -0.85), such that participants believed that Jack was less likely to be rule following
when he was in the minority (M = -0.40, 95% CI [-1.07, -0.63]) vs the majority (M = 0.45, 95%
CI [0.32, 0.58]).
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Figure 12. Perceptions of norm signaling, reputation signalling, and rule following in the proportion manipulation.

Analysis ii.c. Correlations between sharer motivation perception factors and secondary DVs
(behavioral intentions and norm perceptions).
Rule following was positively correlated with both increased perceptions of the signaler’s
behavior as a dynamic norm as well as with reported likelihood that participants and others at the
meeting would engage in the behavior (see Figure 13). Norm signaling was very similar to rule
following for the most part except for future action, which was relatively much more positively
correlated than that of rule following.
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Figure 13. Correlations between sharer motivation perception factors and behavioral intention and norm perception
measures.

Section I. Pilot Study iii analyses.
This pilot study aimed to establish a factor structure for perceived motivations of an agent who
shared their pronouns when introducing themself at a workplace meeting, using a wider range of
scenarios and conditions than in pilot studies i and ii. We also aimed to study how different
features of a social context or social identity influence perceptions of pronoun sharing, as well as
the correlations between these perceptions and participants’ behavioral predictions and norm
perceptions.
Methods
Participants
A total of 1,187 U.S. participants (558 females, 616 males, 8 non-binary, 5 unknown; Mean age
= 40.1, SD = 12.17) recruited on Amazon mTurk in response to an ad for a “Psychology study
(6-8minutes)” for $0.88 completed this study. All participants filled out an online survey
designed on Qualtrics.
Materials, Design, and Procedure
The study design and procedures were the same as in Pilot Studies i and ii. However, in this
study, we had a total of 18 conditions in which we manipulated the sharer’s leadership status
(Jack is either team leader or an intern), the order in which the sharer introduces himself (Jack is
either the first or third person to introduce himself and is always the first to share his pronouns),
the explicit normativeness of the action (Jack is either in the majority or minority of those who
share their pronouns), the implicit normativeness of the action (Jack works at either an LGBTQ
nonprofit or a conservative business firm), the size of the sharer’s audience (the meeting has
either 10 or 50 attendees), the sharer’s pronouns (Jack uses either he/him or they/them), another
colleague’s pronouns (another colleagues uses either he/him or they/them), the gender ambiguity
of the sharer’s name (the sharer is named either Jack or Skyler), and whether, in a scenario where
the participant attends the meeting as well, the participant shared their pronouns or not (see Table
1 above for list of conditions).
We also introduced new DVs to measure sharer perceptions, behavioral predictions, and norm
perceptions (see Table 3 above) in order to incorporate a broader range of possible responses.
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Results
Analysis iii.a. Exploratory factor analysis of sharer motivation perceptions DVs.
We find that a 3-factor structure explains 57% of the variance in our 12 “sharer motivation
perception” DVs using exploratory factor analysis with varimax rotation. Factor 1 explains 34%
of the variance, and we interpret it as “Norm Signaling” due to high loadings (> .4) by items such
as belief in the value of the action, motive to benefit others, and motive to influence others to
behave similarly. Factor 2 explains 15% of the variance, and we interpret it as “Rule Following”
because of high loadings (> .4) by items such as motive to follow a descriptive norm and motive
to follow an injunctive norm. Factor 3 explains 8% of the variance, and we label it as
“Reputation Signaling” because of high loadings (> .4) by items such as motive to avoid social
cost and motive to demonstrate moral goodness. See Table 17 for the factor loadings of each of
the 12 items measuring sharer motivation perceptions.
Table 17. Factor loadings based on an exploratory factor analysis with varimax rotation for 12 items testing
participants’ perceptions of the sharer’s motivations (N = 1187). Items in this table are explanatory labels for
original DVs; see Table 3 for the exact wording of these items that study participants saw.
Item

Reputation
Signaling

Belief

0.86

MotiveOther

0.84

Genuine

0.83

FutureAction

0.74

Impact

0.67

Moral

0.57

MotiveInfluence

0.57

Norm
Signaling

MotiveDescNorm

0.85

MotiveInjNorm

0.62

SamePage

0.43

Rule Following

0.52

MotiveMoral

0.72

MotiveLose

0.47

Analysis iii.b. Simple linear regressions of sharer motivation perception factor scores on
condition.
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In the proportion manipulation (see Figure 14), we found no significant difference in perceptions
of reputation signaling (t(128) = 0.32, p = .746, d = 0.04) between the conditions in which the
sharer was in the minority (M = 0.08, 95% CI [-0.21, 0.29]) vs the majority (M = 0.04, 95% CI [0.14, 0.22]). We found a significant effect of norm signaling (t(128) = 3.39, p < .000, d = 0.60),
such that participants believed that the sharer was more likely to be norm signaling when the
sharer was in the minority (M = 0.22, 95% CI [0.25, 0.94]) vs the majority (M = -0.37, 95% CI [0.63, -0.11]). We also found a significant effect of external motivation (t(128) = -8.68, p <.000, d
= 0.04), such that the participants believed that the sharer was less likely to be externally
motivated when the sharer was in the minority (M = 0.08, 95% CI [-1.48, -0.93]) vs the majority
(M = 0.04, 95% CI [0.38, 0.74]).

Figure 14. Perceptions of norm signaling, reputation signalling, and rule following in the proportion manipulation.

In the status manipulation (see Figure 15), we found no significant effect in perceptions of
reputation signaling (t(258) = 0.93, p = .35, d = 0.10) between the conditions in which the sharer
was a team leader (M = 0.10, 95% CI [-0.11, 0.30]) or an intern (M = 0.01, 95% CI [-0.13,
0.15]). We also found no significant effect in perceptions of norm signaling (t(258) = 0.51, p =
.61, d = 0.06) between the conditions in which the sharer was a team leader (M = 0.14, 95% CI [0.17, 0.29]) or an intern (M = 0.08, 95% CI [-0.08, 0.24]). Finally, we found no significant effect
in perceptions of external motivation (t(258) = -0.12, p = .91, d = -0.01) between the conditions
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in which the sharer was a team leader (M = -0.32, 95% CI [-0.22, 0.19]) or an intern (M = -0.31,
95% CI [-0.46, -0.16]).

Figure 15. Perceptions of norm signaling, reputation signalling, and rule following in the status manipulation.

In the order manipulation (see Figure 16), we found a significant effect of reputation signaling
(t(258) = -2.36, p = .019, d = -0.24), such that the sharer was less likely to be perceived as
reputation signaling when the sharer is third to introduce himself with pronouns (M = -0.07, 95%
CI [-0.44, -0.04]) vs when the sharer was first (M = 0.17, 95% CI [0.04, 0.31]). We found no
significant difference in the perceptions of norm signaling (t(258) = 1.41, p = .160, d = 0.16)
between the conditions when the sharer presented third (M = 0.20, 95% CI [-0.07, 0.39]) vs first
(M = 0.03, 95% CI [-0.12, 0.18]). Finally, we found a significant effect of external motivation
(t(258) = -5.28, p < .000, d = -0.52), such that the sharer was less likely to be perceived as being
externally motivated when presenting with their pronouns third (M = -0.58, 95% CI [-0.71, 0.33]) vs first (M = -0.06, 95% CI [-0.19, 0.06]).
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Figure 16. Perceptions of norm signaling, reputation signalling, and rule following in the order manipulation.

In the audience size manipulation (see Figure 17), we found no significant difference in the
perceptions of reputation signaling (t(128) = -0.29, p = .770, d = -0.04) between the conditions
when the sharer uses pronouns to introduce himself to a smaller group (M = 0.04, 95% CI [-0.35,
0.26]) vs a larger one (M = 0.08, 95% CI [-0.13, 0.29]). We found no significant difference in the
perceptions of norm signaling (t(128) = -0.51, p = .610, d = -0.09) between the conditions when
the sharer uses pronouns to introduce himself to a smaller group (M = -0.53, 95% CI [-0.43,
0.25]) vs a larger one (M = -0.44, 95% CI [-0.70, -0.19]). Finally, we found no significant
difference in the perceptions of external motivations (t(128) = -0.68, p = .496, d = -0.10) between
the conditions when the sharer uses pronouns to introduce himself to a smaller group (M = 0.40,
95% CI [-0.37, 0.18]) vs a larger one (M = 0.50, 95% CI [-0.37, 0.18])).
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Figure 17. Perceptions of norm signaling, reputation signalling, and rule following in the audience size
manipulation.

In the workplace manipulation (see Figure 18), we found no significant difference in perceptions
of reputation signaling (t(128) = 0.56, p = .562, d = 0.08) between the conditions when the sharer
introduces himself with pronouns at a liberal (M = -0.02, 95% CI [-0.19, 0.34]) vs conservative
(M = -0.10, 95% CI [-0.30, 0.10]) workplace. We found a significant effect of norm signaling
(t(128) = 2.48, p = .014, d = 0.36), such that the sharer was more likely to be perceived as norm
signaling when in a liberal (M = 0.39, 95% CI [0.07, 0.65]) vs conserative (M = 0.02, 95% CI [0.21, 0.26]) workplace. Finally, we found a significant effect of external motivation (t(128) =
4.45, p < .000, d = 0.68), such that the sharer was more likely to be perceived as being externally
motivated when introducing himself at a liberal (M = 0.41, 95% CI [0.38, 0.98]) vs conservative
(M = -0.27, 95% CI [-0.51, -0.03]) workplace.
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Figure 18. Perceptions of norm signaling, reputation signalling, and rule following in the workplace manipulation.

In the sharer’s gender identity manipulation (see Figure 19), we found no significant difference
in the perception of reputation signaling (t(1212) = 1.63, p = .103, d = 0.17) between the
conditions when the sharer’s introduction includes cis pronouns (M = 0.00, 95% CI [-0.03, 0.38])
vs trans (M = -0.17, 95% CI [-0.38, 0.03]) pronouns. We found a significant effect of norm
signaling (t(1212) = -5.14, p < .000, d = -0.48), such that the sharer was less likely to be
perceived as norm signaling when using cis (M = 0.01, 95% CI [-0.67, -0.30]) vs trans (M = 0.49,
95% CI [0.32, 0.67]) pronouns. Finally, we found no significant difference of external
motivation (t(1212) = 1.86, p = .063, d = 0.20) between the conditions when the sharer’s
introduction includes cis (M = 0.00, 95% CI [-0.01, 0.41]) vs trans (M = -0.21, 95% CI [-0.41,
0.00]) pronouns.
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Figure 19. Perceptions of norm signaling, reputation signalling, and rule following in the sharer’s gender identity
manipulation.

In the TGNB colleague presence manipulation (see Figure 20), we found no significant
difference in the perception of reputation signaling (t(130) = 0.62, p = .534, d = 0.08) between
the conditions when the sharer introduces himself with pronouns following a colleague whose
introduction includes either cis pronouns (M = 0.06, 95% CI [-0.03, 0.38]) vs trans (M = -0.02,
95% CI [-0.38, 0.03]) pronouns. We found no significant difference in the perception of norm
signaling (t(130) = , p = .103, d = 0.08) between the conditions when the sharer introduces
himself with pronouns following a colleague whose introduction includes either cis pronouns (M
= -0.25, 95% CI [-0.25, 0.40]) vs trans (M = -0.33, 95% CI [-0.54, -0.11]) pronouns. Finally, we
found no significant difference in the perception of external motivations (t(130) = 0.61, p = .543,
d = 0.08) between the conditions when the sharer introduces himself with pronouns following a
colleague whose introduction includes either cis pronouns (M = 0.40, 95% CI [-0.03, 0.38]) vs
trans (M = 0.32, 95% CI [-0.38, 0.03]) pronouns
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Figure 20. Perceptions of norm signaling, reputation signalling, and rule following in the TGNB colleague presence
manipulation.

In the sharer’s name manipulation (see Figure 21), we found a significant effect of reputation
signaling (t(1217) = 2.16, p = .031, d = 0.21), such that the sharer was more likely to be
perceived as reputation signaling when the sharer’s name was traditionally clearly gendered (M =
0.00, 95% CI [0.02, 0.40]) vs gender-ambiguous (M = -0.21, 95% CI [-0.39, -0.03]). We found a
significant effect of norm signaling (t(1217) = -3.16, p = .002, d = -0.30), such that the sharer
was less likely to be perceived as norm signaling when the sharer’s name was traditionally
clearly gendered (M = 0.01, 95% CI [-0.49, -0.11]) vs gender-ambiguous (M = 0.31, 95% CI
[0.13, 0.49]). Finally, there was no significant difference in the perception of external
motivations (t(1217) = 0.26, p = .797, d = 0.02) between the conditions when the sharer’s name
was traditionally clearly gendered (M = 0.00, 95% CI [-0.15, 0.20]) vs gender-ambiguous (M = 0.03, 95% CI [-0.20, 0.14]).
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Figure 21. Perceptions of norm signaling, reputation signalling, and rule following in the sharer’s name
manipulation.

In the prior self share pronouns manipulation (see Figure 22), we found no significant difference
in the perception of reputation signaling (t(129) = -1.18, p = .241, d = -0.16) between the
conditions when the sharer introduces himself with pronouns following the participant’s own
introduction with pronouns (M = -0.04, 95% CI [-0.42, 0.11]) vs without (M = 0.12, 95% CI [0.06, -0.30]) pronouns. We found a significant effect of norm signaling (t(129) = -2.03, p = .044,
d = -0.31), such that the sharer was less likely to be perceived as norm signaling when the sharer
shares their pronouns after the participant introduces themselves with (M = -0.14, 95% CI [-0.62,
-0.01]) vs without (M = 0.17, 95% CI [-0.02, 0.37]) pronouns. We found a significant effect of
external motivation (t(129) = 3.34, p = .001, d = -0.16), such that the sharer was more likely to
be perceived as being externally motivated when the sharer shares their pronouns after the
participant introduces themselves with (M = 0.24, 95% CI [0.21, 0.81]) vs without (M = -0.26,
95% CI [-0.49, -0.04]) pronouns.
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Figure 22. Perceptions of norm signaling, reputation signalling, and rule following in the prior self share pronouns
manipulation.

Analysis iii.c. Correlations between sharer motivation perception factors and secondary DVs
(behavioral intentions and norm perceptions).
Perceptions of norm signaling and rule following were positively correlated with both increased
perceptions of the signaler’s behavior as a dynamic norm as well as with reported likelihood that
participants and others at the meeting would engage in the behavior. However, reputation
signaling perceptions were weakly correlated with participants’ own behavioral predictions and
dynamic norms (see Figure 23).
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Figure 23. Correlations between sharer motivation perception factors and behavioral intention and norm perception
measures.
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